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I. INTRODUCTION

During the years 1998-99 Japan, under a noncommittal leadership and

unable to overcome the protracted recession, continued to dri托along･

The coalition government composed of the Liberal Democratic Party

(LDP), Social Democratic Party (SDP) and New Party Sakigake

changed to a coalition or the LDP and Liberal Party, subsequently

joined by the K6meit6, and while the Democratic Party, born as a
result of the dissolution of the Shinshint6, began to assume a leading

role among the opposition parties, it was unable to galn Sufhcient

strength to counter the coalition government･ On the economic front,

not only did banks and businesses continue to go bankrupt, but a

serious nuclear accident occurred at a uranium-processing plant and

the working environment became increasingly trylng fわr workers as a

result or the revision or the Labor Standards Law, the implementation

orthe revised Worker Dispatching Law, and a worsening employment

situation, which all served to highlight Japan's economic stagnation･

At the same time, scandals involving the police and incidents or

medical malpractice in hospltals continued to occur, several people

were poISOned at a gathering or local residents, Violent crimes were

committed by children who had "snappedH and turned violent, and

along with the run-down state or education epltOmized by widespread

classroom breakdown, the ailing state of society was also noticeable･

Among more positive moves, mention could perhaps be made or the

fact that a start was made to grapple in earnest with domestic violence,

and in addition the revised Equal Employment Opportunlty Law

included provisions fわr the prevention or sexual harassment, while a

Law to Promote Speci丘ed Nonpro丘t Activities was passed to encour-

age volunteer activlty･ Or course, the computerization or society also
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made rapid strides, with the 1999 Tsu-shin hakusho通信白書(White

paper on communications) noting that the number or people with

access to the Internet had reached seventeen million, and people began

to speak or the advent or ‖an age in which anyone can become a

transmitter or infわrmation.''　　　　　　､

One orthe more noteworthy moves in Japanese sociology during this

period was the commencement or the publication or a 16-Volume

lecture series on sociology with Kitagawa Takayoshi, Shiobara

Tsutomu and Hasumi Otohiko?s it.s general editors lMl]･ Smaller in
scale than a similar lecture serleS ln 18 Volumes brought out by the

same publisher in the 1970S, its editors are clearly mindful or the

publication or a 27-Volume series on contemporary sociology brought

out by lwanami Shoten and noted in the previous volume orthis series

(vol. XII, Part l, [1-01]), and they would seem to have a certFin
amount or criticism and some sense or rivalry towards this fbregolng

publication･ Whereas the latter included many contributors from
outside the con丘nes or sociology and gave the overall impression or

being partly an exercise in cultural studies, this new lecture series

deserves recognlt10n for the fact that it rea侃rms the traditional research

fields of sociology while seeking to situate therein new fields such as

socio-infわrmation, the environment, gender, and social movements, as

well as providing an opening for sociologlStS With a different approach

from those who contributed to the earlier series and giving comparative

latitude to younger researchers in particular･ But in addition to the

novelty or the丘elds covered, when considered in the context or

Japanese sociology ln the aftermath of the debate about paradigms in

the 1970s and 1980S, and setting aside a small number orthe contribu-

tions, many questions could be raised about the slgni丘cance or this

series as a whole. In this sense, it would probably be better to evaluate

this series by fbcussing on the more emplrlCal contributions or individ-

ual volumes and articles.

on the subject or the history orJapanese sociology there appeared a

volume edited by Kawai Takao and Takebayashi Hideki･ [ト02日t

deals with 140 SociologlStS active during the period from the Meiji era

until a鮎r World War II, providing a brier chronologlCal record and

biography, list of writings, and research bibliography for each, and it

also includes a chronologlCal table pertaining to the history or modern

Japanese sociology什om 1829 to 1954･ Also worth consulting lS a

bibliography of wrltlngS by Japanese sociologlStS in forelgn languages

compiled by the Japan Sociological Society [ト03]･

In the area or research on sociologlCal theory, there appeared books
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on Max Weber by Yamanouchi Yasushi [I-04], Kawakami ShGz6 [Ⅰ-

05], and Nakamura Teiji [ト06], while Akimoto Ritsuo [ト07] publi-

shed a m亘ior study or Karl Mannheim, Funatsu Mamoru [ト08] dealt

with G. H. Mead and the Chicago school, Matsuoka Masahiro [ト09]

and Nakano Hideichir6 [1- 10] with Talcott Parsons, Yasuda Takashi

[日1] and the Bourdieu'S･Sociology Study Group [HZ] with Pierre

Bourdieu, and Miyamoto K6ji [日3] with Anthony Giddens･ Among

these studies, the book on Weber by Yamanouchi deals with changes

in the receptlOn Or Weber's ideas by Japan's sociologlStS and social

scientists什om around the time or World War II down to the current

age of advancing globalization, and it is helpful for its insights into the

characteristics or Japan's sociology and social sciences, which tend to

be greatly in触enced by prominent overseas scholars･ Akimoto'S study

of Mannheim covers the period from his early years until after his

death, touching on his relations with his mentor Gy6rgy Lukacs, his

connections with Norbert Elias, and the Frankrurt school's evaluation

orhis achievements, and it is the best study orMannheim to have been

written by a Japanese sociologlSt･ The publications on Bourdieu and

Giddens by younger researchers reflect recent trends in Japanese socio1-

Ogy･

Theoretical works on total society'lnCluded a study of the sociology

orinternational law by Hirose Kazuko [Ⅰ- 14], a book on international

sociology and global social theory by Sh6ji K6kichi lI- 15], a study of

social system theory by Tomoeda Toshio [ト16], and a study orsocial

change by Sat6 Yoshimichi [ト17]･ Wher?as Hirose attempts to recon-

sider international relations by developlng System theory so as to

include complex systems, Sh6ji, argulng that not only the concept of
Hinternational society,M but also concepts like Hworld systemM and

"world societyM are no longer adequate for dealingwith today's world,

stresses the need fわr a theory or global society that clearly takes into

account its inherence in the global ecosystem･ Th､e arguments or

Tomoeda, who sets out to restructure social system theory from the

perspective of ordsr formation, and of･Sat6, who attempts to formulate

a theory or hdeliberateM social change by using the theory or rational

choice, both deserve attention as indicators or trends in Japanese

sociology durlng this period･ As works by scholars ormedium standing

and yonger sociologlStS With an interest in methodology, mention may

be made ofa book by Nishihara Kazuhisa [Il 18] from the standpoint

or phenomenology, a compilation by Takamasu Akira and Matsul

Akira [ト19] that explores new directions in Marxism, and a volume

edited by Yamada Tomiaki and Yoshii Hiroaki [ト20] that seeks to
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utilize ethnomethodology ln SOCial analysIS･

H. JAPANESE SocIETY: STRUCTU･RE AND CHARACTER【STICS

In the area orthe stucture and characteristics orJapanese society, let us

begln With research in the丘eld or historical sociology, which saw the

publication or a volume edited by Tsutsui Kiyotada [Ⅰト01] and a

book by Mitsuhashi Osamu [Ⅰト02]. In the fわrmer, a general introduc-

tion by Tsutsui is fわllowed by essays by 19 contributors, who describe

the background, content and changlng evaluations or 19 works, rang-

ing from Tsuda S6kichi'S津田左右吉Bungaku ni arawaretaru waga

kokumin shiso-　no kenkyu一　文学に現れたる我が国民思想の研究

(studies on the thought of our people as expressed in literature) to

Hashikawa Bunz6'S橋川文三Sho-wa nashonarLZumu nO Shoso一昭和ナ

ショナリズムの諸相(Aspects of Sh6wa nationalism)･ The chief merit

of this volume lies in the fact that, by considering a wide range of

important works not limited to those by sociologlStS in a narrow sense

of the term and reevaluatlng them from the perspective of historical

sociology, lt Seeks to ascertain the fわundations or research fわr compre-

hending Japanese society ln historical and sociologlCal terms･ Mitsuha-

shi's book, focussing on sexuality from the perspective of the history of

a particular type or mentality, reconsiders Meiji Japan and attempts to

convey a sense of society durlng this period with reference to those who

were reviled as "women of a shameful calling," rnembel･S Of the lower

classes who were discriminated agalnSt aS "people akin to dogs," and

the image or the home that was created agalnSt this background

through the elimination of sexuality･ In this connection, mention may

also be made or a collection or source materials on the compulsory

drafting and forced labor of Korea.ns prior to World War II lII-03],
which should provide a future topic Of research for historical socio1-

Ogy･

As regards intellectuals and their ideas in the prewar to postwar

period, there appeared books by Kate ShQichi and the Bonjinkai
society [ⅠⅠ-04] and ()saw且 Masachi [ⅠⅠ-05]. Whereas the fわrmer

brings together the results or discussions with ordinary citizens about

questions raised by Kat6 concerning Hwar and intellectualsM and shows
that even today there are people in Japan who continue to address the

question or responsibility fわr the 15-year war, the latter queries the

quality or the thought or both the intellectuals who were involved in

the war and the intellectuals who criticized them after the war while

attemptlng tO build a new Japan, and the author explores the possibil-
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ities of "post-postwar thought" fol･ overcoming the limitations of both･

Tul･ning now to the structure and characteristics or contemporary

Japan, Yamagishi Toshio [Ⅰト06, 07] published two works in which he

criticizes the current state of Japanese society from the perspective of
…the structure or trust.M In response to the popular view that Japanese

society lS a society underplnned by grouplSm and that the resultant,

almost unconscious mutual trust produces a sense orsecurlty Which has

increased the stability and productivlty Or SOCiety, Yamagishi ventures

to present the message that a grouplSt society produces a sense or

securlty but destroys trust･ According to Yamagishi, the sense or

securlty born or grouplSm has an unreliable basis, and the United

States, characterized by trust built through interpersonal relations, is a

more reliable society, ln Which actions have a solid fわundation, than is

that or Japan, characterized by a sense or securlty･ The slgni丘cance or

his research, which uses evolutionary game theory and the like to

clarifythe meaning of "trust as a form of social intelligence" and
criticizes from this vantage polnt the uncertain fわundations orJapanese

society and its resulting exclusiveness, Could be said to lie in the fact

that he has revived the criticisms of Japanese society levelled by former

modernists such as 6tsuka Hisao大塚久雄and Maruyama Masao丸山

異男in a manner suited to contemporary conditions･

As regards the exclusive nature or Japanese society, lt is sociologlStS

who have studied Japanese society and its relations with fbrelgnerS and

other countries that have been the most critical or this aspect. During

the review period, Miyajfma Takashi [II-08] turned his attentioh to

Japanese society with a vleW tO pOlnting out the inequalities produced

and reinfわrced by culture and education, and not only does he criticize

the resistance to pluralism inherent in Japanese-style meritocracy, but

he also analyzes the disadvantages faced by forelgnerS, a minorlty

within Japanese society, With respect to education and the fわrmation or

cultural capltal･ In this regard, reference may also be made to the

coll_ection of materials compiled by Komai Hiroshi lII-09] and a book

by Ohashi Ry6suke [II- 10]. While dealing with a somewhat diHerent

conteft, the volume edited by Sonoda Shigeto [II-11] analyzes the

experlenCeS Or employees or Japanese companies that have expanded

into China, and in doing so he both delineates characteristic features

of Chinese society and also depicts in critical terms Features of Japanese

companies and society that have hitherto been regarded as selトevident･

In addition, although not dealing directly with theories or Japanese

society, painstaking studies by Uchida Rydz6 [II- 12] and Matsumoto

Miwao [Ⅰト13] provide some important openings･ The fわrmer discus-
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ses the nature or sociology since the time or Foucault, but it also

touches on matters like cities, the psyche, and father-images in Japan,

as well as the wartime period, and it constitutes an outstanding

discussion or Japanese society. The book by Matsumoto, on the other

hand, is indicative orthe level attained by the sociology orscience and

technology ln Japan, and it･ also examines the so-called Japan problem

from this vantage point, thereby providing one approach to the analy-

sis of Japanese society. In addition, reference may also be made to two

volumes edited by Aoi Kazuo, Takahashi Akira and Sh6ji K6kichi

ロト14, 15], which include analyses or Japanese society什om perspec-

tives such as consciousness or labor一management relations, small

businesses, administrative organization, citizens'movements, the ac-

ceptance of forelgnerS, reglOnal diqerences, and group therapy.

Further leads fわr approaching the structure and characteristics or

Japanese society are provided in a volume compiled by Kurita

Nobuyoshi [II- 16], who brieny sumParizes the results of three usable
surveys for each of the Following toplCS: gender, family, young people,

life course, networks, communlty, Welfare, schools and education,

mysticism, information and communications, electronic media, pop

culttlre, the environment and ecology, medical care, social strati-

fication, ideology, discrimination and prejudice, elections, power, and

protest･

ⅠⅠⅠ. PopULATION AND THE FAMILY

No comprehensive studies or population were published by sociolo一

glStS during the review period, but important achievements in adjacent

disciplines included books by Yuasa Takeo [ⅠI1-01], Ishi Yoshikuni

lIII-02], and Okazaki Y6ichi lIII-03]･ Yuasa's book represent? a
study or civilization in which he traces the history or populatlOn

growth from the perspective of the history of humankind- and warns

agalnSt the current situation, which is approaching …saturation" on a

global scale. The study by Ishi approaches the subject from the view-

polnt Or economics, and it includes several instructive pleCeS On the

growth or population and household numbers in Japan and housing

construction cycles (Chap･ 5), the aging orJapan's pワpulation and the

structur? of daily life (Chap･ 6), and Japan's declinlng birth rate and

econ?mlC growth (Appendix)･ In addition, Okazaki's book, which

examlneS Japan'S population from a variety of angles, is also essential

reading for sociologlStS With an interest in this field. Basic material for

galning a grasp or population trends during this period may be fわund
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in a collection or statistics compiled by the National Institute or

Population and Social Security Research [ⅠⅠト04].

A study of the household or ie家from the perspective of historical

sociology was brought out by Yonemura Chiyo [Ilト05]. Dealing with

the ie, which has as a result of research by Feminists come to be

considered a creation or the Meiji era and later, the author seeks the

reasons for its retention in the fact that it possesses the twin aspects of
"lineage~　and "managementH and that through the overlapplng and!つ

separation or these two aspects it has been utilized in the reorganiza-

tion of family property ownership and in the transformation of the ie

itself into a symbolic asset, and she argues that family precepts and

family constitutions reflect these survival strategleS Of the ie and its

responses to crises. One could have some mlSglVings about the undue

emphasis on the ie of zaibatsu, but this study may be considered to

have opened up new horizons in research on the ie. tn addition, a

comparative study of the family from the perspective of historical

sociology appeared in the form of two volumes produced by the Japan

Society fわr Comparative Family History. The　丘rst, edited by

Kuroyanagi Haruo et al. lIII-06], deals with fathers and the family

from perspectives such as natural anthropology, history and sociology,

and it provides leads for understanding the family in Japan, where, for

instance, fathers are now being called upon to take a greater part in the

rearlng Or Children. The second volume, edited by Ueno Kazuo and

Mori Kenji [ⅠⅠト07], deals with the social signi丘cance or having a

name from the perspective of the "family history of naming," and by

analyzlng the establishment or a system or one name per person, in

which succeeding to another's name or changlng One's name was

banned, it sheds light on the circumstances behind the fわrmation orthe

modern family.

Movlng On tO the contemporary family, we find aJOint study edited

by Meguro Yoriko and Watanabe Hideki [ト01, Vol. 2] in which nine

contributors, including the editors, discuss in terms or the Hindividual-

ization of the family" the social demography of marrlage and child-

birth, col･POratism and the family, parent-child relationships in post-

war Japan, the family as an affective apparatus, the diversification of

family lifestyles, and the continuation and transformation of the life

course in postwar Japan･ Although it lacks the interesting qualities or

cultural studies, this volume could as a whole be said to provide a

sound overview of the realities of the family in contemporary Japan･ By

way orcontrast, the volume edited by Shikata Hisao [ⅠⅠⅠ-08] is ajoint

study by twelve researchers (including the editor) which gives greater
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prominence to the theme of the ubreakdown of the family," and it
attempts to delineate the actual state of the family ln COntemPOrary

Japan with reference to the social background of family breakdown,

delinquency, child abuse, bullying, suicide, divorce, sexual harassment,

single-parent families, the elderly, mlgrant WOrkers and population

exodus, death fl･Om overwork, and且ophouse quarters･ Other works

dealing with the contemporary family ln Japan include two books by

Yamada Masahiro [ⅠⅠト09, 10], who, dealing with isstleS.Such as the

increasingly illusory nature of the image of the family premlSed on fuu-

time housewives and the increase in Hparasite singles,M or adults who

continue to live with their parents, advocates a Hrestructuring or the

family,, geared towards freedom, fairness and e代ciency, while rural

familiesチre cov.ered by Kumagai Sonoko [Ⅰ11- 11], who discusses the

crisis faclng agrlCultural management as a result of changes in the time

budgets that have accompanied economic growth･ A volume edited by

Aoi Kazuo, Takahashi Akira and Sh6ji K6kichi [Ilト12] includes

articles on views of the family found in the popular rights ideology of

the Meiji era, the question or Hboundaries" in the contemporary

Japanese family, and the family burdens of caring for the elderly･

In connection with the continuing aglng Or Japanese society, there

appeared a study by Yamashita Kesao [ⅠⅠ日3], who analyzes social

change in postwar Japan and the emergence or problems associated

with the elderly; a book by Fujisaki Hiroko [ⅠⅠ日4], who discusses

ways of spending one's old age, questions concerning care of the

elderly, and links with welfare policy ln relation to the family and

social networks; and a book by Kaneko lsamu [ⅠⅠト15], in which he

explains fわr the general reader the realities or aglng society ln Japan･

IV. THE CoMMUNITY: RURAL AND URBAN

on the subject oHocal communities, the greatest achievement during

the review peribd with respect to rural villages was a major Study by

Hosoya Takashi [IV-Ol], who, focussing on villag?s in the T6hoku

reg10n, has for many years been the leading figure ln Japanese rural

sociology･ The present study may be described as a grand summation

or his previous research, and in it he reexamines and critically reviews

all important studies golng back as far as the prewar period, and then

situates within this body of research the results of the fact-finding

surveys that he himself has been conducting since the 1960S･ He argues

that the tradition or research which has sought to understand Japanese

villages in terms of the two key concepts of the "household" (ie) and
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…villageM (mura村) must be reevaluated from the twin aspects of

universality and particularity (ethnicity) now that Japan's villages are

being engulfed by a wave ofglobalization which has followed on fl･Om

that or internationalization, and serious consideration should be glVen

to his conclusion that rather than simply talking about the dissolution

of the ie and village, one must see how, through moves such as
Hcollective rice cultivationM and the strengthening or the position and

role of women, the ie and village al･e being reorganized on the basis of

farmers'uindependence as individuals･n In addition, the volume edited

by Kuchiba Masuo [IV-02] describes changes_ iりthe area around

Gokanosh6五個荘villag.es, home of the Oml近江merchants

renowned fわr their occupatlOnal ethics based on the teachings or the

J6do Shin sect浄土真宗, while a book cpauthored by Yamamoto

Tsu_tomu et al･ lIV-03], dealing with farmlng and mountain villages

in Oita, Miyazaki and Kumamoto prefectures, discusses the transforma-

tion of villages into semirural and semiurban areas, population reflux

and lifestyle choices, commuting, aglng and welfare consciousness,

choice or spouse, reactions to plans fわr nuclear power plants, Hsystem

depopulationM produced by the Hpopulation一growth paradigm,M and

the shortage orbrides･ In addition, the book by Akitsu Motot?ru [IV-

04], in which he attempts to depict.an Hattractive iTage offarmlng liFeM
with reference to farming Villages ln the Kinki region and further west

from the foul･ basic perspectives of networks, agrlCulturalists rather

than farmers, managerial thinking'and emphasis of local individuality,

may also be consulted as an example or an inqulry Into the new

sociology or agrlCulture to replace rural sociology･

As regards cities, there appeared丘rstly ln the area or historical

research a volume edited by Kawai Takao and Fujita Hiroo [IV-05]

and a collection of materials compiled by Uchida Seize et al. lIV106].

The former deals with the achievements ofOkui Fukutar6奥井復太郎

(1897-1965), an urban sociologist actlVe from the pr?war through to

the postwar period, and fourteen researchers (including the editors)

discuss toplCS like his urban theorleS, his views on social policy and

daily livlng, his ideas about social research, and his views on art and

literature･ It also includes a bibliography, a chronologlCal record orhis

career, and a guide to further research, making lt a useful resource for

those interested in pursuing furthel･ l･esearch on Japanese cities and

LIrban sociology･ The latter collection or materials is essentially a

reissu9 0r the annual reports or the D6junkai同潤会, a nonpro丘t

organlZation established by the then Home Ministry a鮎r the Tokyo

Earthquake of 1923, and it is of use chiefly to those studying cities and
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urban life in prewar Japan with reference to housing COnditions and so

On.

In the area or contemporary cities, there appeared, in addition to a

volume edited by Okuda Michihiro [ト01, Vol. 4], a study by Arisue

Ken [IV-07] and a book edited by Ajisaka Manabu and Takahara

Kazutaka [ⅠⅤ-08]. The volume edited by Okuda contains contribu-

tions by six researchers, including Okuda, who discuss the frontiers of

contemporary Japanese urban sociology, touching on subjects such as

megalopolises in an age oradvanclng globalization and borderlessness,

inner clty problems, social networks, the hangouts orethnic minorities,

and disaster-stricken cities in an attempt to rede抗ne the Hurban commu-

nlty了'Arisue, on the other hand, discusses Tokyo in comparison with

London, dealing with questions such as housing stratiBcation, urban

folkways, urban festivals, and inner clty Problems, while the volume

edited by Ajisaka and Takahara deals in contrast with local cities such

as Sapporo, Fukuoka, Hiroshima, Sendai, Okayama, Matsuyama,

Kanazawa, Ube, Innoshima, Takahashi, and Kibi Highland and ana-

lyzes on the basis or survey data residents'clty aSSeSSmentS, involve一

ment in local society, social networks, and responses to environmental

problems･ Other works dealing with local society or local communities
include a volume edited by Nakada Minoru et al. lIV-09], which

examines local society both theoretically and emplrlCally ln terms Or

the notion or Hlocal joint management"; a joint study by Kikuchi

Miyoshi and Egami Wataru [IV- 10], who divide communities into

three types-neighborhoods; self-governlng associations and neighbor-

hood associations; and school zones, residential zones, and districts-

and on the basis or surveys in Ogaki, Yokohama, etc., examine the

natur_e of ugood communitiesn; and a book by Matsumoto Kazuyoshi

and Oguro Masanobu [IV-11], who deal with the u.tari s?ciety of

Ainu in Hokkaido, examining issues such as discrlmlnatlOn and

pl-ejudice, their sense of comfortableness as residents, integration and

religious acts, social movements, and cultural memory, and clarifythe
need for welfare measures.

As regards local development, which has sustained Japan's economic

growth, and its social influence, there appeared a volume edited by

Funabashi Harutoshi et all lIV-12] on the plans for the large-scale

development of Mutsu-Ogawaraむつ小川原in Aomori prefecture.チnd

the installation of nuclear fuel cycle facilities and a book by KitaJlma

Shigeru [ⅠⅤ- 13] examining various kinds orregional development and

the accompanylng social changes from the perspective of endogenous

growth･ Worthy ornote in the fわrmer volume are not only the criticism
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of Japan's nuclear power policy per se and the criticism of a typical

dependent-type development, but also the analysts Orthe structure and

characteristics orthe movement opposed to this project and the role or

women in it, as well as the positioning of the Mutsu-Ogawara develop-

ment project Within the overall history dr reglOnal development in

Japan･ The book by KitaJlma, On the other hand, traces the history or

the analysts Or the structure or local society in postwar Japanese

sociology and merits attention in that the author provides comparative

evaluations or the main approaches to this subject. In addition to the

above, a work indicative of the strenuous e仔Orts being made in the area

or the sociology or local society ln Japan is that edited by Suzuki

Hiroshi lIV-14], dealing with Shimabara in Nagasaki prefecture,

which has suffered enormous damage from the eruption Of Unzen-

Fugendake雲仙普賢岳S空e 1991･ Examining administration in a
…disasteトStricken clty," vICtlm groups and residents'movements, the

volunteer council, the responses or neighborhood associations, etc., the

morale or various related groups, responses to other disaster-stricken

cities, and the potential fわr the fわrmation or a civic clty, this volume

also includes the results or a citizens'Consciousness survey conducted

in Shimabara, and it should be instructive fわr those wishing to con-

sider local society ln Japan.

V. INDUSTRY, LABOR, CLASS AND SocIAL STRATIFICATION

On the subject orindustry and labor, mention must丘rst orall be made

or the volumes edited by Kitagawa Takayoshi [ト01, Vol. 5] and

lnagami Takeshi and Kawakita Takashi [ト01, Vol･ 6]･ These tYo

volumes, forming part of the lecture series on sociology alluded to ln

Section I above, show that, ln COntraSt tO the earlier lwanami lecture

series on contemporary sociology, this series has consciously chosen to

glVe COnSiderable prominence to these two丘elds, which were neglected

in the earlier series･ It is, however, questionable, at least with regard to

the volume edited by Kitagawa, whether its content lives up to the

reader's expectations. This is because, allowing for the fact that it takes

into account not only reglOnal industrial structure but also agrlCulture

as issues relevant to contemporary Japanese industry, lt makes virtually

no mention, apal't from "Japanese-style management" made famous by

Toyota, of questions of high-tech industries relating to informational-

ization and biotechnology or questions concerning the service industry,

which is becoming lnCreaSingly lmpOrtant in all spheres ranglng什om

banking to the retail trade･ The volume co-edited by lnagami and
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Kawakita, on the other hand, takes a comprehensive view or Japan's

industrial society and manages to achieve greater balance, touching on
…loose administrative corporatism," discussing questions like the

Japanese employment system and the corporate communlty, labor

unions and labor-management relations, ､and the diversiBcation or

forms of employment, and･also dealing with the question of foreign

workers. It has to be said that industrial sociology ln Japan still has

major prOblems･

By way or contrast, an outstanding achievement during the review

period was the study by Kawanishi Hirosuke lV-Ol] on the formation,
or the "world or wages modelled on the Japan Electrical Workers

Union" and its historical slgnificance･ According to Kawanishi, the

Japan Electrical Workers'Union日本電気産業労働組合was fわrmed

immediately after World War H, and through negotiations with

businesses and the Central Labor Relations Commission it created its

own wage system within a short period or time･ Wages were divided

into a standard wage and extra wages, With the fわrmer consisting or a

livelihood guarantee wage (constituting 80 percent or the standard

wage to which were added factors such as. age and family size), a

perfわrmance-based allowance, and a seniorlty-based allowance･ Not

only did this system determine Japan's postwar wage system fわr about

ten years, but even today lt is still being used for national and local

public o用cials and in the mass communications industry, transport

industries such as JR, prlVate railways and Nippon Express日通, and

prlVate SChools and universities･ This is an indispensable book fわr

understanding both the stability or labor一management relations that

has underpinned Japan,s economic growth and the background to the

on-golng discussion or perfわrmance-based allowances and the transfbr一

matio･n of Japanese labor-management relations in the fluctuating

economic conditions since the 1980S.

As regards labor issues, Okumura Yoshio lv-02], having first

touched on the history and current state or Japan's labor unions,

discusses the labor一management consultation system established

between Toyota and its subcontractors and workers'consciousness, as

well as dealing with questions or leisure and management and those or

local communities and residents'movements･ Toyota is also taken up

by Asao Uichi et al. lV-03], who, arguing that an earlier study (see

vol. VIII, Part 1, [V一日] orthis series) was shackled by the established

view or Hthe image or workers under worker management,M reconsider

on the premise or the various conventions or civil society the labor

process and labor一management relations with a view to Hmaking a
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crawling advanceM on previous research, and they also explore the

reasons for the overseas acceptance oHapanese practices with surprlS-
1ngly little resistance. On the subject orJapan's labor unions, Takaha-

shi Ynkichi et al. lv-04] discuss the "future" together with leaders of

managers'unions and women's tlnions, and while raising questions

about the Japanese character that is being lost as a result or pan-

capltalism, deregulation, and laboトmanagement COOperation, they also

attempt to point to directions fわr research probing the possibilities or

a new fわrm or unionization.

In addition, the volume edited by Sate Makoto and Anthony

Fielding lv-05], criticizing the fact that hitherto discussion in Japan

or international labor mobility lnVOIving Japan has tended towards

polnting out Japan's peculiarities in this area and discussing greaト

power responsibilities and atonement fわr Japan's war or aggression in

Asia, argues that one should take the view that forelgn WOrkel･S are

now part of Japanese society regardless of business nuctuations within

and without Japan･ Modes or working under rapidly changlng indus-

trial and labor conditions are taken up ln a joint study by Nogawa

Shinobu e.i al･ [vl06], who, with refereヮce to a classification based on

remuneratlOn and organization, take lntO account domestic work,

volunteer activities, and working fわr the sake or glVing a sense or

purpose to one's life, and they pl･Obe "working on one's own initiative"

in the context of the diversiAcation of modes of working that has

accompanied the increaslng鮎xibility or regulations. Yashiro Naohiro

[V-07], on the other hand, argues that we are moving from.aT age.in

which workers'rights are protected through direct admlnlStratlVe

intervention to a period of guaranteeing the fairness of labor-manage-

ment contracts concluded under transparent rules.

As fわr class and social strati丘cation, a representative work fbcussing

on stratification theory was that co-authored by Hara Junsuke and

Seiyama Kazuo lv-08]. They point out that while stratification

studies face many difhculties resulting from the decline of grand the-

ories, the disappearance or HpovertyM in developed nations, advances

by women into all areas of society, the absence of stratification or class

theories, and the non-emergence or theories fわr explainlng data about

social mobility, there is still a strong awareness oror interest in social

strati丘cation, and they develop their discussion around the question or

Hinequality" With reference to issues such as credentialist society, the

structure or vocational careers, politics and the awareness or social

stratification, and gender and social stratification, and seek to under-

stand the current sittlation, ln Which, contrary to the Hillusion or
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equalization," there still exists social stratification in many diffel-ent

senses, as "a new age of social stratification." Approaches from class

theory, on the other hand, included studies by Hashim?to Kenji [V-

09] and Yamada Nobuyuki [V- 10]. Hashimoto, criticizlng the hither-

to simpliaed model or Marxism and basing himself on the results or

worldwide class studies since the advent or structuralism, takes into

account questions or gender and corporate society, analyzes the basic

process or changes in class structure in postwar Japan, the dissolution

of the peasant class, the role of the modern family, and reproduction
through education, and argues that Japan remains a class society･

Yamada, utilizing N. Poulantzas's notion of "factions" and re'gulation

theory, maintains that the concept orHclass" is still valid in an interna-

tional context or in the context or world system theory.

VI. Soc10-INFORMATION AND SocIAL CoNSCIOUSNESS

With the diversification of media, it has become standard practice to

refTer to mass communications studies as "socio-information studies,"

and accordingly I will adopt this designation hencefわrth. Needless to

say, "socio-information" in this case does not signify only the form and

co'ntent of social information, but also refers to the entire process by

which it is transmitted, received, and exchanged.

On the subject of socio-information, there appeared first of all two

introductory works and three collections or articles. The volume edited

by It6 Y6ichi lVI-Ol] explains the mechanisms and functions of

communication with reference to the current widespread use of the

Internet and electronic media, while the volume edited by Sekiguchi

Ichir6 lvI-02] discusses the relationship between the media.and

communication in Japan, Communication in Japanese from the vleW-

polnt Or fbrelgnerS, political discourse and misunderstandings in Japan

and the United States, and the characteristics or communication in

Japan and questions or democratization. The two collections or articles

brought out by the Universlty OrTokyo lnstitute or SocioJnfbrmation

and Communication Studies lvI-03, 04] were published to. commemo-

rate the紙ieth anniversary or the establishment orthis instltute, Which

was renamed and reorganized in 1992, having been previously known

as the Universlty Or Tokyo Institute oHournalism and Communica-
tion Studies. They deal with the two broad issues or …systemsM and

Hmedia,''With the fわrmer dealing with issues pertainlng tO "Cyber-

society,H such as infわrmation law, the lnternet and freedom, war and

infわrmation, international politics, and disasters, and with issues orthe
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Hdigltal economy,M such as the infわrmation economy, securlty, and the

digltal revolution, while the latter discusses questions relating to
Hmedia codes,M such as public oplnion, public life, memory, cultural

studies, and postmodern culture, and questions relating to umedia

communication," such as the transformation of communication, read-

ing and writing, personalization, the nature ormedia, and Hwomen and

children" and journalism. In addition, the volume edited by Kojima

Kazuto l1-01, Vol･ 8], having first presented a g.eneral discussion of the

multistrati丘ed generation or socio-infわrmation ln the present age, then,

with regard to infbrmationalization, media, and communication,

touches on mass communications and the informationalization of the

lifeworld; next, on the subject of informationalization and contempo-

rary society, it takes up the question of transnational media from the

perspectives of the transformation of the socio-economic system and

East Asia; and丘nally, reviewing theories or socio-infわrmation, it

discusses the structure and loglC Or the Hinfbrmationalization or socト

etyM and the character or media and media order･ On the basis or the

above works, it should be possible to galn a grasp Or the actual state

of socio-information studies in present-day Japan and of the overall

situation regarding media and communication in present-day Japan as

understood by the contributors to these studies･

As regards communication itself, there appeared books by Got6

Masayuki lv1-05], who understands human beings.as "a bundle of

currentsH or infわrmation and discusses communicatlOn in terms or

perception, interchange and structure, and by Okumura Takashi [Ⅴト

06], who, from the standpoint of people who understand sociFty as a

source of personal suqering, discusses communication as an Issue Of
Htechniques of being together with othersn with reference to sympathy

and backbiting, double bind, the heterogenelty Or fbrelgnerS, reSpeCト

ability, the vocabulary or censure, and a pauclty Or excess Or under-

standing. In addition, Hanada Tatsur6 lvI-07], focussing on the

media and the politics orthe public sphere and basing himself on the

triplex or cities, the public sphere, and the media, questions the

historical, Social and spatial aspects or making discourse public and

explores directions fわr democratizing communication in the midst or

internationalization and digitalization, while 6ishi Yutaka [VI-08],.

who undertakes a theoretical formulation and factual analysis Of

political communication,first discusses the hypodermic eHects model,
the limited eHects model, the high-power eHects model and the Hmedia

pluralism model,M then analyzes the actualities or social movements

which umobilizeM the mass media and public opinion as Hresources"
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With reference to the movement opposed to the construction of a

highway through the Southern Japanese Alps and the movement to

preserve the TanTa甲wa Aqueduct玉川上水, and lastly discusses the

role or communlCat10n in policy culture and social disputes under

multilevelled power with reference to the mobilizatipn orconsensus in

resort developments.

There also appeared several emplrlCal studies on the history and

Functions orthe media･ Kinoshita Naoyuki and Yoshimi Shun'ya [Vト

09] edited a work depicting the world of information in the Edo and

Meiji Restoration periods, drawing on broadsides (kawarabanかわら

版) and multicolored newssheets (shimbun nishiki-e新聞錦絵), while

Takeshita Toshir6 lvI- 10], focussing on the agenda-setting functions

or the media, traces the emergence and development or hypotheses

relatlng tO these Functions and attempts to substantiate them by means

of surveys conducted in Wakaya望チcity, and Kaigo Muneo [Vト11]

posits as the Functions or televISIOn news COVerage the integrated

construction and simplistic construction or social reality, agenda-seト

ting (topicality), and entertainment value, eチamining how these func-

tions manifest by means of sul･veys targetlng Students･ Takeshita's

discovery of the difference between ucontentious agenda-settingn and
HattribLItive agenda-setting merits attention, as does Kaigo's discoveryつウ

that integrated and simplistic constructions of social reality manifest

when the viewer's reality-oriented inclinations come in contact with

thematic and epISOdicframes of television news coverage l･eSPeCtively,

while topicality and entertainment value manifest when the viewer's

imaglnative inclinations come in contact with thematic and eplSOdic

frames r.espectively･ In addition, Manabe Kazufumi lvI- 12] produced

a study ln Which he attempts to elucidate on the basis oran analys上s Or

international advertising and surveys or international images the con-

tent or cultural nationalism appearlng ln theories about the Japanese

(Nihonjin-ron日本人論).

On the subject or the infわrmation society there appeared a JOint

study by lwamoto Jun and Yoshii Hiroaki [Vト13], who elucidate on

the basis orsurveys the growth orthe so托ware industry and the realities

or data-processing technicians; a book by Mizukoshi Shin [VI- 14],

who pl･Obes the new relationship between people and the media from

the standpolnt Or Hsocio一media theoryM and advocates the need fわr

Hcomposite media literacyM and a Hmultistrati鮎d public sphereM; and

lecture series edited by Aoki Tamotsu et al. lvI-15], which seeks to

shed multifaceted light on the culture of the information society from

the fわur angles or Himages or Asia,M Hsociety ln images,りHdesign,
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technology, and the market,M and =changes in credos了'Among these

wol･ks the first volume of the above lecture series, in particular, is useful

for acquainting oneself with the realities of the "infわrmation society"

orJapan, where the culture orthe infわrmation society must be consid-

ered Brst ofall in connection with the Asian image. By way of contrast,

the volumes edited by Kojima Kazuto and Miyazaki Toshiko [vI- 16]

and by Hiratsuka Chihiro lVH7] pl-eSent the vie.ws of citizens who
find themselves in the midst of an information society.

The main yields in the鮎ld orsocial consciousness were a compara-

tive study ornational character based on surveys in seven countries and

put together by the Committee fわr the International Study or National

character, Institute or Statistical Mathematics Research [Vト18], the

results or a survey or ten thousand people regarding changes in the

consciousness and behavior or the Japanese and conducted by the

Nomura Research Institute [Vト19], and a study by Yoshikawa T6ru

[Vト20], who reviews postwar Japanese research on social conscious-

ness and discusses the relatlOnShip between social consciousness on the

one hand and social strata and education on the other･ The first of the

above studies is based on surveys or Japanese national character

conducted every ave years since 1953 and similar surveys conducted

between 197l and 1993 in the United States, Great Britain, former West

Germally, France, Japan, Italy'and the Netherlands, and in addition to

discussing under different headings various aspects of the national

character or each country, lt also compares patterns in national charac-

ter revealed through cultural link analys上s using analytlC methods such

as quantification type IIl･ The volume compiled by the Nomura

Research Institute is divided into丘ve chapters on the daily conscious-

ness of the Japanese, the structure of families and households, con-

sumer consciousness and behavior, leisure activities or the Japanese,

and the changlng Japanese people, and it notes, for instance, the

individualization of values, loose family ties, the diversification of

consumpt10n, diversifying leisure activities aimed at searching fol'a

purpose in life, and the advancement of social stratification･ Lastly,

although Yoshikawa is somewhat one-sided in his treatment or fbre-

golng research, he shows some orlglnality ln Characterizing Japan's

total society from the perspective of the formation of social conscious-

ness as being neither a Marxist class society nor a reproductive society

as de丘ned by Bourdieu, but as being clearly a Hmass education society･"
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VII. SocIAL PROBLEMS AND SocIAL WELFARE

In the areas of social problems and social welfare, there appeared a

number or comparatively substantial studies. Starting with social

problems, Nakagawa Nobutoshi [vIト0日丘rst summarizes the intro-

duction and development or constructionism in Japan, then analyzes

the actualities and rhetoric of the constructions surrounding "harmful

comics,M and, havlng also touched on the connections between con-

structionism and the sociology or emotions, analyzes issues relating to

the process whereby a series or woodblock prlntS exhibited at Toyama

PreFectural Museum of Modern Art was constructed as "works suspect-

ed or invading privacy." The book by Takahashi Yoshiaki [vIト02],

on the other hand, although a textbook, touches on the main theories

or crime in Japan, surveys the home background, school background,

friends, and games of juvenile delinquents, and also analyzes the

actualities of oHenders and victims in various crimes such as violent

crimes, sexual offences, and property crimes. In addition, the volume

edited by H6getsu Makoto lI･-Ol, Vol･ 10] illuminates Japanese. Society

from the unlque Perspective of "deviancy" and deals with topics Such

as deviancy ln an afnuent society, deviant mothers, "bullying" as a
"contemporary" form of problem behavior, pollution as a corporate

crime, the world or organized criminal gang, the "crimes" or CEOs,

and deviancy ln the mass media.

On the subject or discrimination, One or the greatest or all social

problems, there appeared books by Yoshii Hiroaki [VIト03], Kuro-

kawa Midori [vII-04], and Y6da Hiroe [ⅤⅠト05] and one edited by

Aoki Hideo [vIト06]･ Yoshii attpmpts to understand the daily life of

discrimination from the standpolnt Of "critical ethnomethodology"

and describes the Hsplral movementM by which one pursues research

while continually questionlng Whether the sociology examining● dis-

crimination may ltSelr not be discriminative in nature. Kurokawa

traces nuctuations in perceptions of discriminated buraku　部落

ghettoes from the early Meiji era through to the postwar period, while
Y6da elucidates the mechanisms of discrimination agalnSt the physl-

cally handicapped embodied in the "world at large" from the "vantage

polnt Orthe parent or a physICally challenged child," considers a social

welfare system for a "symbiotic society," and also touches on the

question of the Japanese-style welfare state and "patriarchalism." The

volume edited by Aoki takes up the o托en neglected issue orsettlement

houses (yoseba寄せ場), vagrants and the homeless, and through an

understanding or the actual situation it seeks to　…strlp away the
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knowledgeM oHapan'S sociology and citizens who refuse to look
squarely at the realities or the situation･

As fわr environmental issues, there appeared a theoretical study by

Tanaka Hiroshi [vIト07] and also a lecture-series volume edited by

Funabashi Harutoshi and Iijima Nobuko lI-Ol, V.01. 12] and afield

study edited by Iijim? and Funabashi lVII-08]･ Tanaka employs A･

Koj己ve's dialectics to Interpret the relationship between soclety and the

environment, and touching on the ecosystem, the environmental world,

desire and symbolic systems, totemism, production and labor, the

composite socio-environmental world, society as discourse, the com-

posite nature of the unfolding of discourse, multistratified decisions,

and uorder from noise,M he attempts to take into account the modern

and contemporary socio-environmental world lying at the root or

environmental problems. The volume edited by Funabashi and lijima,

on the other hand, surveys contemporary Japan and the world's envi-

ronmental problems as seen from Japan, and dealing with issues such

as the relationship between cities and villages, lifestyles, protection of

the historical environment, environmental movements and environ一

mental policy, and environmental problems in developlng nations, it

sees the Future in the direction or society's selトorganization fわr over-

coming Its Self-destructiveness･ In addition, the field study edited by

Iijima, Funabashi summarizes the results ofa detailed field study of the

Minamata水俣disease in Niigata, about which there has been little

research in the social sciences when compared with the Minamata

disease in Kumamot0. 1t also includes a bibliography and chronologト

cal table, and is an epoch一making study which clari丘es the realities or

a typical case of industrial pollution in Japan from the perspectives of

both those responsible and the victims･

As regards the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake or 1995, which has

become one or the most pressing social problems or contemporary

Japan, there appea一･三d the results or a丘eld study conducted by mobiliz-

ing a large number orsociologists [vIト0叶There was also published

a study by Takayose Sh6Z6 [vIト10] dealing with the responses orthe

administration fl･Om the perspective of city management･

In the field of social welfare, the greatest yield during the review

period was a dictionary on "welfare society" compiled by Sh6ji Y6ko
et all lvII- ll]･ The term "welfare.society" was chosen as "a key word

for interpreting contempol･ary SOClety With a focus on life," and the

entries are arranged in kana syllabary ol･der, but it also includes a

number of larger headings on lifも, living, life course, contemporary

society, and laws, surveys, groups, etc･, with 12, 14, 10, 15 and 7
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subheadings respectively･ As weu, it includes a bibliography on welfare

society, a chronologlCal table, and indexes, and it is worth consulting

as a work indicative orthe level reached by Japanese sociology ln the

area of social welfare.

As regards general studies on social welfare, there appeared books by

Takegawa Sh6go [vI日2], Fujimura Masayuki [vIト13], and Chong

Ka-shin [vIト14]. Takegawa explores the crisis facing the welfare state

and its Future with a view to transfわrming the concept orsocial policy,

which has long been the preserve or labor economics, into something

more comprehensive matching the demands or contemporary society,

and he envisages a more flexible welfal･e society combining paid work,

domestic work, and voluntary work. Fujimura, on the other hand,

descends from the macro-level of welfare state analysis tO the mezo-

level and sees the future of the reorganization of Japan's welfare state

in the combining or moves towards "decentralization" as seen in local

government welfare policies and plans for the health and welfare of the

elderly with moves towards …prlVatizationM as seen in home welfare

services and the HDaddy-Long-LegsM system･ The book by Chong, who

seeks the foundations of the Japanese-style welfare state in the 15-year

war, provides insights into the orlglnS Of Japan's social welfare.

For infわrmation on the overall state or social securlty ln COntempO-

rary Japan, refh･ence may be made to the study by Hiroi Yoshinori

lvIIl 15], while community welfare, welfare of the elderly, and medi-

cal care are dealt with by Sonoda Ky6ichi [vIト16], Matsumura

Naomichi [vIト17], Komiya Emi [ⅤⅠト18], and Osada Hiroshi [vIト

19]･ Sonoda'S study is useful for gaining a grasp of the significance of

community Welfare in the context of social welfare in postwar Japan;

Muramatsu pl･OVides examples of communlty Welfare in several reg10nS

of Japan; Komlya Provides infol･mation on institutions for those

suffering from senile dementia; and Osada's book is helpful for check-

lng details about medical care and welfare geared to Fewer children and

an aglng population.

As l･egards issues concerning the handicapped and theil･ Welfare,

there appeared a volume edited by lshikawa Jun and Nagase Osamu

[ⅤⅠⅠ-20], which seeks to create the new discipline or"the handicapped

studies," and a textbook compiled by Kojima Mitsuko et al. lvII-21],

which glVeS an Outline of welfare for the handicapped in Japan･ The
Hreexamination or history on the basis or the handicapped studiesM

proposed in the fわrmer will, depending on the results orsuch research,

have an influence on the way ln Which we view Japanese society･
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VIll. CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION AND SocIAL MovEMENTS

On the subject or cultural transfわrmation and social movements, there

continued to emerge moves presaging the advent of the twenty-nrst

century, especially ln attempts tO reconsider men per se from the

perspectives or gender and･ sexuality･

First, with regard to culture itself: there appeared a new edition ora

survey or the diverslty Or contemporary Culture edited by lnoue Shun

[vlIト01] and a book dealing with the Forefront of cultural studies in

Japan edited by Hanada Tatsur6 et al. [vIIト02]. The former, Viewing

contemporary culture in terms ofa change in reality due to a shift from
"exhibitionM to Hsimulation," deals with toplCS Such as urban culture,

consumer culture, information culture and global culture, as well as

JOurnalism,別ms, literature, popular music and nco-new religlOnS aS

representing worlds of symbols, and travel, fashion, sports, medical

care, love and sex as forms of everyday cultul･e, and key words include

complexity, mobile media, NCO/NPO, PTSD, cultural studies, and

post-colonialism. The volume edited by Hanada eJ α/., on the other

hand, is based on a symposium held in Tokyo in 1996, where Stewart

Hall and several other scholars invited from Great Britain and else-

where presented their views on toplCS like identlty, post-COlonialism,

feminism and the media, in response to which the two Japanese editors

and other Japanese researchers engaged in wide-ranglng discussions

describing the current state or research in Japan and the results or this

research, and this volume also touches on Japanese issues such as

Okinawa and the emperor system which need to be reconsidered from

the perspective or cultural studies.

As regards religlOn, there appeared a study by Shimazono Susumu

[vIII-03] of the ShQy6dan H6seikai修養団棒誠会, a distincti.ve new

religlOn that developed in the prewar period and was characterlZed by

a run-lovlng and open transcendentalism and communal living. The

social basis of Japanese culture, meanwhile, is dealt with from the

perspective or the Hcultural strategleS Or a Symbiotic societyM in a

volume edited by Sh6ji K6kichi [vIIト04], C?vering topics such as the

family, neo-new religions, COntrOl of emotions, school education,

multicultural education, nationalism, national culture, spatial organi-

zation, and communlty fわrmation.

On women and gender there appeared a book by Kaneko Sachiko

[vIIト05] exploring the genealogy or views on women in modern

Japan, a study by Nakanishi YGko [vIIl-06] dealing with the links

between the cal･eer fわrmation or young women in Japan and the
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organization of education from the perspective of the "gender track,"

and a.study by Dohi ltsuko [ⅤⅠⅠト07] in which she examines the

FormatlOn Of self-Concepts relating tO gender chieny ln the case of

women･ Whereas Kaneko traces the development or the notion or

women's independence through an examination or discussions about

monogamy, the debate about the protection or motherhood, and the

content of personal advice columns from the Meiji era through to the

prewar period, Nakanishi seeks the reasons for the failure of women,s
academic achievements to lead to vocational achievement in the Hnon_

meritocratic separation of career pathsM and attemps to Bnd connec-

tions with the education provided by girls, high schools and women,s

colleges in Japan･ Dohi considers the division between masculinlty and

Femininlty aS an issue of the relationship between the …gender schemaM

and the fわrmation or gender identlty, and she also examines the

meaning of upsychologlCal androgyny" and the effect of "humanlty aS

an inhibitory factor."

The nature or sexuality ln the history or modern Japan, meanwhile,

is explored by AkagaTa Manabu [vIIIl08]･ Starting o.ut from the

standpolnt Or COnStruCtlVism without any speci丘c de丘nition or sexuaレ

lty, Akagawa covers the sexology or the enlightenment period in the

early Meiji era, the view that onanism is harm仙, the economy or

sexual desire, the naturalist view or sexual desire and the equating or

sex with personality, and views advocating the supremacy or onanism

and sex, whereafter he moves on to the uparadigm of intimacy" and,

argulng that the postwar liberation or sex was both Hthe liberation or

sex from social restraints" and ua liberation to sex qua personality," he

suggests that an issue for the future will be uto alleviate the burden of

the meaning glVen tO the notion of sexuality as sex qua personality･" ln

addition, the complex interconnections between sex, Violence and the

nation are dealt with in volume edited by Ehara Yumiko [ⅤⅠⅠト09],

which examines questions such as the creation of female soldiers, the

state's regulations concerning sexual violence, comfわrt women, and the

connections between Feminism and racism, and it also explores the

possibilities of global Feminism.

In this connection there were also published several works on men,s

studies, which is both an extension offeminism and a response to it by

men･ A volume edited by Nishikawa Ydko and Ogino Miho [vIII-

10], which is divided into three parts dealing with the daily lives or

men, the conditions or the Hmale sex,M and the modern state and

masculinlty, takes up Issues like fathers as "child-rearlng men," male

careworkers; railway enthusiasts, the measurlng Or Hmanliness,H the
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burdens of the Hejaculatory'sex,M and house-building as an indicator of

male competence, and it seeks to shed sociologlCal light on masculin-

lty, Which has in the past not been squarely dealt with. Sunaga Fumio

[VIIト11], meanwhile, brought out a book on baldness, based on

interviews with members ofa group of bald men (K6t6kai光頭金) in

the T6hoku reglOn, in which he argues that because baldness is a

construct and is, moreover, used by men for teaslng and attacking other

men, it is not su伶.cient for men to simply Hremove their armor" for

women,.as was maintained by lt6 Kimio伊藤公雄, a pioneer of men's

studies ln Japan. In addition, there also appeared a book co-authored

by Sh6ji Y6ko, Kimoto Kimiko and Shigekawa Haruki [vIIト12],

who, argulng that the greatest problem is how to liberate men from "a

society or overwork," urge men to turn their attention in connection

with HretirementM and ㍑old ageM to questions or nursing care, which

represents "one more task fわr all people.M

On the subject orsport, which has close connections with gender and

sexuality, there appeared a vol'ume edited by the Japan Society or

Sports Sociology lvIII- 13] and a book by Shimi.zu Satoshi lvIII- 14]･

Lastly, with regard to social movements, mentlOn may be made or a

volume edited by the Social Movement Theory Study Group [ⅤⅠⅠト15]

and a volume edited by Sh6ji K6kichi [vIII- 16]･ The former takes.up

in connection with new social movements and collective behavlOr

questions concernlng netWOrks, citizens' movements fわr the insti-

tutionalization or nursing care insurance, movements fわr environ一

mental protection making use or images or uhome districts,M and wild

rumors surrounding the 0-157 E. coli incident, and in addition, as an

example or the comparative and historical sociology or social move-

ments, lt also discusses links between the tenant farmer disputes in

Japan durlng the 1920s and postwar political violence on the one hand

and global democratization on the other. The volume edited by Sh6ji

examines social movements in an infbrmationalised society and the

possibilities for new social movements in connection with structural

changes in the world system or global society. A task fわr the Future will

be to link these discussions to the shiR什om women's studies to men'S

studies and thereby extend the scope or research on social movements.
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